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Why reasoning at the spec level Verification:
-Problem specs can be viewed as sw artefacts.
Reasoning helps the modeller during design Optimization:
-Many properties amenable to optimizations derive from problem structure (hold for all instances).
-Additional properties may arise from the instance -Current approaches try to infer all properties after instantiation (e.g., symmetries, dependencies)
-But "structural" properties can be much less recognizable there, since problem structure has been destroyed!
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In this work
Specifications viewed as logical formulae Main question: Is it possible to infer properties of specs by using Automated Theorem Proving technology?
In this work we focus on:
-Value symmetries -Functional dependencies
ESO specifications
In general, an ESO spec is a formula ψ: ∃S φ(S,R) where:
S is the set of guessed predicates R is the input schema (set of relations)
φ(S,R) is a first-order formula on the relational
The input instance is given as a relational DB on the schema R can be safely transformed into: 
